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1. Introduction.

Endogenous censored regressors and sample selection bias are

frequently encountered problems in estimating econometric models from

unit record data. However, while both are generated by the same

underlying mechanism they have been typically analyzed in separate

frameworks. Simultaneous systems with limited dependent variables were

initially treated by Amemiya (1978,1979), Heckman (1978), Lee

(1978,1979), Nelson & Olson (1978), and later Newey (1987), in an

instrumental variable framework while Smith & Blundell (1986), Rivers &

Vuong (1988) and Blundell & Smith (1989) have recently employed a

conditional maximum likelihood approach. Estimation from non-random

samples was pioneered by Heckman (1974,1976,1979) and Lee (1978) through

a full information likelihood framework and subsequently employing a two

step estimator.

In this paper we discuss an approach which encompasses these two

aspects of microeconometrics. In doing so we provide an unifying

framework for the various available estimators and present some

extensions. The system we consider comprises a structural equation, of

primary interest, where one or more of the endogenous regressors are

censored while the remaining equations represent the reduced forms of

the censored variables. We discuss estimation procedures for several

models including; A) the estimation of the parameters over the entire

data set and B) where the observations in the primary equation can be .

systematically sorted into sub samples. An example of the first is

evaluating the impact on wages of union status, job choice and fringe

benefits while an example of the second is the effect of personal

characteristics on wages, conditional on a particular job choice.

Estimation in this family of models is complicated by the presence of
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endogeneity. For example, in the union status case, it is valuable to

establish whether union status is weakly exogenous, in the Engle, Hendry

& Richard (1983) sense, to wages. This is not only useful for

hypothesis testing but also implies that the use of a dummy variable for

union status will often lead to consistent estimates. Accordingly an

easily implementable test of such a proposition would be useful.

The objectives of this paper are the following. First we develop a

simple two step estimator for models where the endogenous regressors in

the structural equation are censored or the observations for the

structural equation can be sorted according to the value of the

endogenous regressors. The approach provides consistent estimates of

the reduced form and structural equation parameters and produces a test

of endogeneity. Second, we introduce an easily implementable

alternative test of endogeneity based upon the. methodology of Newey

(1985) and Tauchen (1985) which focuses on the conditional moments

implied by the model. This approach to diagnostic tests in the limited

dependent variable framework is discussed at length in Pagan & Vella

(1989).

The procedure that follows has several features to commend it over

existing estimators. First, the estimator is easily implementable and

requires little additional computation above estimating a sequence of

equations. This is a major attraction as it is often difficult to

estimate these models by maximum likelihood and frequently impossible

with existing computer programs. Second, it produces a test of weak

exogeneity. Finally, unlike the existing estimators in the literature,

the method can be easily extended to other forms of censoring and

selection bias. Thus it not only unifies a growing literature but also

provides a link between estimators. The following section discusses the
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general model and the estimation procedure. We derive the sample

selection procedures of Heckman (1979), Barnow, Cain & Goldberger (1981)

and Garen (1984) as special cases of the general model and introduce

some new extensions. Section three discusses the endogeneity tests from

this framework and presents the conditional moment test. In section

four we discuss the extensions to account for departures from normality.

Section five presents two empirical examples. First we examine a model

with an endogenous censored regressor and the example presented is the

effect of fringe benefits on wages where a non-trivial proportion of

individuals in the sample report receiving no fringes. The second

example is that of polychotomous selectivity where adjustment is made

for the amount of time spent in the labor market. A wage equation is

estimated correcting for the bias introduced by individuals revealing

varying degrees of labor market commitment. Concluding comments are

presented in section six.

2. The General Model.

Consider the following M equation model comprising of one structural

equation and M-1 reduced form equations

M-1 M-1 M-1
w. =a' X. + c1iY1 

jj=1 j=1 j=1
.+ u. 1=1. .n: k=1. .K (1)

1=1. .n; j=1.M-1 (2)

where w. is the dependent variable in the equation of primary interest;

y are unobserved endogenous variables; Yj are censored variables and

Yj
djk areindicator- functionsdeterminedbytilevaluesof.;Z is a 

vector of exogenous variables, of which X is a -subset, observed for the
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n individuals in the sample; a,(3,0,6 and 7 are parameters to be

estimated; and the u's and v's represent zero mean error terms.

Assumption 1: The latent variables are censored by the functions 11. such

that the variables .. are observed.
YJ1

J1 J J1
(3)

Assumption 2: The latent variables can be assigned into various groups

by the following indicator functions

d =1 iff IA(yji) and d =0 otherwise
jki jki

(4)

where denotes the occurrence of the event A. Note that it is

possible for each latent y to generate a sequence of binary dummy

variables.

Assumption 3. The triplet (Zi,ui,vii) are independently and identically

distributed.

Assumption 4: u. and the v 's are, conditional on 
Z.,1 ji 1 

with zero means and covariance matrix

vu vv

where E is a diagonal matrix.
vv

jointly normal

Assumption 5: The parameters of the model are identified up to some
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normalization. This may require the imposition of exclusion

restrictions on the number of variables from each censored regressor

which may appear in the structural equation. For example, the logical

consistency requirement of Heckman (1978) must be satisfied. (Note,

where the censoring produces an indicator function we cannot separately

identify 6 and 0).

This model clearly has nested within it several familiar models.

Consider some of the more interesting noting that we limit our

discussion to where y is a scalar although the extensions to the vector

case is obvious.

Case 1: P#0; 0=0; 6=0.

Here we are interested in the effect of the latent variable on the

dependent variable. There is no emphasis on the observed version of the

latent variable nor is there any structural shift across groups

corresponding to different values of y
Ji
.

Case 2: (30; 0=0; 6#0.

This is case 1 with structural shift. We allow the observations in

the various sub samples to have different intercepts.

Case 3:p=0; 0#0; 6=0.

This case is interested in the effect of the censored variable upon

the dependent variable. There is no structural shift.

Case 4: p=0, I/J0,6#0.

Case 3 with structural shift.

Case 5: p#0; 0=0 for sub-sample corresponding to d.l.
ji

This case focuses on the effect of the latent variable upon the

dependent variable conditional on the observation having a value of 
Yi 
.
j 

in some range.
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Case 6: 13=0; i,b~0 for sub-sample corresponding to d..l.
Jl

This is similar to case 5 except we focus on the effect of the

censored variable upon the dependent variable.

Case 7: P=0; 0=0 for sub-sample corresponding to d
i 
=1.

j 

In this model we are interested in the effect of the X's upon the

dependent variable conditional on the latent variable falling in a

particular range.

While these seven cases are not exhaustive they are quite extensive

and include a number of interesting models. To motivate their relevance

consider each in light of the empirical examples we explore below.

Suppose we wish to estimate the effect of fringe benefits upon wages

noting that for many observations there are no reported values on the

actual level of fringes. That is, a level of fringe benefits that falls

below some threshold will be reported as a zero. Also note that it is

likely that fringes and wages are simultaneously determined and

estimating the wage equation without accounting for this will lead to

inconsistent estimates. Case 1 represents the trade off between the

actual (latent) fringes received and the wage recalling that the actual

fringe level is not always observed. Case 2 allows a structural

difference between those who receive fringes and those who do not. The

third case indicates that the appropriate trade off is between the

observed fringe benefits received and the wage while Case 4 augments

this with an intercept dummy to capture structural differences. Case 5

focuses on the trade off between the actual fringes and the wage

conditional on the individual receiving a specified level of fringes

while case 6 examines the trade off between the observed fringes and

wages conditional on a level of fringe being received. Case 7 focuses

on the sub samples of the entire data set where attention is upon the
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a's conditional on yji being in some range.

The model also nests instances of polychotomous discrete choice such

*,
as occupational choice. In that instance y reflects the level of

ji

utility from various occupations and d
jki 

represents a vector of binary

dummy variables denoting whether an individual is a member of a

particular occupation. This is an important case of these models as the

censoring often produces a variable which cannot be employed or enable

the computation of the expectation of the latent variable. For example,

often in occupational choice data the censoring produces different

numerical values for the different occupations. The use of such a

variable would impose an unrealistic structure upon the latent variable.

To obtain consistent estimates in this model first take expectations

conditional on the vector of observed values of y noting that the

subscripted tilde denotes a vector.

+ E(u.ly..
1 J1

M-1 , M-1 M-1
E(E 

6.k 
d
jki 
.1y..)

i=i. .n (5)

ii. .n; j=1. .M-1 (6)

The conditional error terms are dependent on the values of 
Y 

and
ji

can be described as generalized errors in the sense of Cox & Snell

(1968). Denotethesegeneralizederrorsasu.and u.. noting their
Ji

values are dependent upon the form of the censoring functions h..
J

Employing our assumption of joint normality and the law of iterated

expectations rewrite ui in the following manner:
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7 7-1P( iE(E(11,1V..)1V
J1 .-ji)=-uv-vv-'vjilni' (7)

=E E
-1

u
uv vv_ji

=A' u..
,531

th
whereAisa(14-1))(1vectorwithA.as the j element. Now rewrite

the estimable form of the structural equation as

M-1 , M-1 M-1
w.
1
=ceX.

1
+ E(E 

gj j
.y .ly .)+E 0.y..+ E 8.

jk d.jki 
.+M.u.+71.j i   (8)

as we can directly replace the expectation of the censored variables and

the indicator functions with their observed values. Further note that

n. is a zero mean error term which is uncorrelated with the regressors

by construction. We can now estimate the parameters by least squares

after obtaining estimates of the remaining expectations. Thus the

procedure is as follows. First estimate the M-1 reduced form equations

toobtainconsistentestimatesof T. by maximum likelihood using thej

observed values of yji in place of yji. The form of the likelihood

functions will be determined by the nature of the censoring functions

h.. Employing these estimates of we compute estimates of theTj

generalized errors and the expected values of the latent variables and

insert them into the structural equation as additional regressors
1 

and

estimate the remaining parameters by least squares
2.

In general the distribution of ni will not be normal, or in fact,

even known, and the conditional maximum likelihood approach of Smith &

Blundell (1986), Rivers & Vuong (1988) and Blundell & Smith (1989) will

not be applicable. That approach is appropriate where yi is uncensored,

producing generalized residuals that coincide with OLS residuals and



values of -n. which are also normally distributed3. The intractability
of the distribution of ni is a substantial constraint as it restricts
the dependent variable in the structural equation to be uncensored to
-enable estimation

4
.

Implementation of this procedure requires estimates of the
generalized errors and the latent variable. The generalized residuals
are obtained through the results of Gourieroux, Monfort, Renault &

Trognon (1987) which show that the best prediction of the error is the

score with respect to the intercept, for each observation, evaluated at

the maximum likelihood estimates
5. 

An outline of their results, and the
derivation of the generalized residuals for the models discussed in this

paper, are contained in the Appendix. To obtain the expected value of
the latent variable we evaluate the first moment of the truncated normal
distribution where the form of truncation depends upon the censoring
function h..

Before examining some less conventional forms of censoring first
consider the most common case and how the above procedure produces the
two step estimator of Heckman (1979) and the selectivity bias estimator
of Barnow et.al (1981). The model has the following two equation
representation and can be treated as either an example of cases 3 or 7
above noting that yi is now a scalar as we have set M equal to 2.

w. =cc' X. y. +u
11 
. i=1. .n 

(9)

y.=7'Z.+u .
21 i=1. .n 

(10)

where the u.'s are normally distributed error terms with zero means,
variances c

22 
and covariance c

12' 
The censoring takes the form1 2
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y.=1 if y.>0

y.=0 otherwise

An appropriate estimation prodedure
'
y'for estimating the parameters

from equation (10) is probit. The generalized residuals, see Appendix,

are given by

1 1

u .=E(v I-.)=(-.-(D 
)'
A (1-4.)-ii:' i=1..n21 2i Yl Yl i Pi 1 1

where (I) and 0 are the cumulative distribution function and probability

density function of the standard normal distribution evaluated at the

probit estimates of (T/c
2
). From joint normality rewrite uli

conditional on the observed value of u2i. That is

E(u .y.)=Au . i=1..n
ii 1 21

2
where A is equal to c

12
AT
2' 

Rewrite equation (9) in terms of its

conditional expectation

E(w.ly.)=a'X.+0y.+XE(u
21 
.1y.) i=1. .n (12)

Least squares on the regression form of (12) now produces consistent

estimates of a, 0 and A. Those familiar with the selectivity bias

literature will identify this estimator, where X does not contain an

intercept and only values of w corresponding to specific values of y are

observed, ( corresponding to case 7) as Heckman's two step estimator

while equation (12) is that proposed by Barnow et.al (1981). It is
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valuable to see the selectivity bias estimator derived in this manner

and note that the inverse mills ratio is the generalized residual for

the probit model. It also indicates that the method can be extended to

where yi is a vector.

This approach also produces the continuous selectivity bias estimator

of Garen (1984). In that model the dependent variable in the selection

equation, (10), is able to take a continuum of values over a given range

and is uncensored, corresponding to our case 3. To produce Garen's

estimator we estimate (10) by OLS, as it corresponds to MLE, compute

the generalized residuals, given by the least squares residuals (see

Appendix), and include them as an additional regressor in equation

(9)67 
'.

Although these models have appeared elsewhere we feel they are more

easily derived in this present framework. Furthermore this methodology

can be extended to models with less conventional types of censoring.

Consider the model in equations (9) and (10) but with the following

censoring

y.=y. if .>0 and
Yi

y.=0 otherwise.

An appropriate means of estimating T and IT
2 

from equation (10) is

Tobit and the generalized residuals, see Appendix, take the form

v
21
=E(v )=• i 

2111 2i
( 13 )

where 7 and cr
2 

are the Tobit maximum likelihood estimates of 7 and • 0
T2'

and are evaluated at these estimates; 
2i 

and I
i 

is an
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indicator function taking the value one if yi is uncensored and zero

otherwise. Now substitute the structural equation error term with its

conditional expectation plus a zero mean error and estimate the

parameters consistently using ordinary least squares. Consistent

estimates of these parameters could also be obtained from a regression

over the sub sample corresponding to y>0.

This model also has an alternative interpretation depending on our

views regarding the relevant variable that should appear as a regressor.

It may be more appropriate that the model should be specified as

w.=a'X.+Py.+u .
11

i=1. .n

with the latent variable appearing rather than the observed variable.

The expectation of the structural equation should be written

,
E(wilyi)=TeX+PE(yilyi)+AE(u 1y.)

2i

and the regression should include the expectation of the latent variable

as a regressor rather than the censored variable. Given this form of

censoring the expectation of yi can be written as

i=1. .n (14)

These examples illustrate estimation of o,f3 and 0. Consider where

the values of a are of primary interest and individuals can be sorted by

their observed value of yi. This corresponds to our case 7. For

example, consider the following model

12



Y..=7'Z.+u
ji 1 2i

i=1. .n; j1. .k

i=1. .n; j1. .k

and the selection rule is

* *
d..=1 if y..>y. . for all j#p

d..=0 otherwise
Ji

The value of w is only observed for the category of j chosen by

individual i where the k different categories may or may not have some

natural ordering. We can identify the category type for each individual

by the k indicator functions. Taking expectations conditional on these

indicator functions gives

E(w =oc.'X..+E(u .
j ji 11 (17)

We now need the generalized residuals. If the k categories have no

underlying order we estimate 7 by multinomial probit while if some

natural ordering does exist we employ ordered probit. In both instances

the generalized residuals take the following form

ECu
^ -1 ^ -1

ji Ji J1 J1 ji jl jl

^
(18)

where d.. is an indicator function taking the value 1 if individual i isji

in category j and zero otherwise; H is the estimated probability that

.thindividualiisinthejcategorywhilen..is the estimated value ofji

the density at that point. As shown in the appendix equation (18)

represents the scores of the respective likelihood functions with

13



respect to theintercept.Notehoweverthattheprobabilitiesil_will,
Ji

in general, differ depending on whether some ordering of categories is

imposed upon the model. We can now obtain consistent estimates of ai by

estimating k separate regressions over the sub-samples corresponding to

d..=1 and including the generalized residuals as a regressor.
Ji

Similarly, if we are interested in shift differences across groups we

can estimate one regression and include, along with the generalized

residuals, k-1 dummy variable reflecting group type
8
.

These two new models illustrate the wide applicability of the

proposed approach and how the techniques employed for the more

conventional types of models can be easily applied to the less

conventional cases. While we explore only two new types of censoring it

is apparent that the model can be easily adapted to various other forms

of censored variables such as the various Tobit models discussed in

Amemiya (1984). The model can also be extended to handle different

types of selectivity bias as well as multiple selection rules. Further,

the model can also be applied to structures where there are multiple

endogenous explanatory variables generated by different censoring

functions.

3. Tests of Endogeneity.

A feature of the above models is that estimation is complicated by

the endogeneity. Furthermore in examining the economic behavior of

agents it is often of interest to establish whether particular

explanatory variables can be treated as exogenous to the variables of

primary interest. One test of this proposition in the above framework

is to examine whether A. is equal to zero as this is the parameter which

captures the correlation between the structural equations error and the

14



th
reduced form equation's error. As it is possible to obtain a

consistent estimate of A. we need to now derive an estimate of it's

variance. As this class of model is a member of the sequential method

of moments models examined by Newey (1984) we can estimate the

covariance matrix in the manner outlined there, and in Pagan (1986),

adjusting for the heteroskedasticity arising in the first step
9
. If we

only wish to evaluate the statistic under, the null that the Ad's are

equal to zero we can use the standard errors from the original output as

under the null hypothesis the uncertainty introduced from having to

estimate the generalized residuals disappears. However, by computing

the standard errors under the alternative we are able to perform tests

of endogeneity on the individual coefficients with the assurance that

both the estimates of the coefficients and the standard errors are

consistent..

This test of endogeneity is evaluated while accounting for the

correlation that exists between equations. This is precisely the

approach adopted in the conditional maximum likelihood literature

although in Rivers & Vuong (1989) and Smith & Blundell (1986) they

estimate the standard errors under the null. An alternative approach is

to perform and evaluate the test under the null hypothesis that the

correlation is equal to zero. By doing so we are able to estimate each

of the equations by maximum likelihood as the distribution of the error

terms is known. We then develop a test in the conditional moment

framework of Newey (1985) and Tauchen (1985) and discussed in relation

to limited dependent variable models by Pagan & Vella (1989)
10
. As the

methodology of these tests is discussed at length in the above mentioned

papers it is inappropriate to do so here. However for the sake of

motivating the test a brief review, in the. context of the current

15



example, will be given.

In the case of weak exogeneity the population values of the elements

of E will be equal to zero. Thus a relevant test of such aUV

proposition would be to examine the sample estimate of each of the

-1 -elements of E . This can be easily shown to be equal to =n Ev .v..
UV Tlj 11 J1

j=1. .M-1 (see Pagan & Vella (1989)) where the v's represent the

estimated values of the generalized residuals computed under the null of

weak exogeneity. The difficulty now lies in deriving the distribution

of T
lj 
. This is done by employing the results of Newey (1985), Tauchen

(1985) and the methods outlined in Pagan & Vella. These papers show

that it is possible to test the restriction that T is equal to zero by

regressing Ti against the scores for the model and an intercept. The

t-test on the intercept being different from zero represents a test of

whether T is equal to zero
11
. A joint test on the T's being jointly

equal to zero would require joint estimation of these auxillary

regressions and a joint tests on the intercepts. Note while the first

test, based on the t statistics in the structural regression, is robust

against E being non-diagonal the conditional moment test is not. .vv

4. Extensions for Non-normality.

Thus far we have relied heavily upon our assumption of normality in

two places. First, it determines the form of our likelihood function in

the estimation of the T's. It also features in the manner we represent

our structural error as a linear combination of the reduced form errors.

As the generalized residual results are applicable to the exponential

family we are not restricted to normality for this reason. If we wish

to extend our results to the case of non-normality we need to make the

assumption directly that

16



E(u. v..)=f(v..) (19)ji ji

where f denotes a function mapping the reduced form residuals into the

structural equation error. In the case of joint normality explored

above the f function is a linear mapping and this allows us to

substitute the structural error with a linear combination of the reduced

form errors. Now consider where the errors are not jointly normal. One

approach is to borrow results from the semi-parametric literature, see

for example Gallant & Nychka (1987), and the diagnostic testing

literature (see Lee (1984) and Pagan & Vella (1989)). In those papers

it is argued that departures from normality can be approximated by

multiplying the normal distribution by some suitably designed

polynomial. This can be employed here by capturing the departures from

normality by including higher order terms in the generalized residuals

as shown in (20).

Q M-1
E(u. v..)=E E x9u1,

q=1j=1 J'
(20)

Accordingly, we adjust the procedure as follows. We make our

distributional assumptions regarding v and estimate 7 by MLE. Providing

the assumed distribution is in the exponential distribution the

generalized results are still applicable. We then assume that the

structural error term can be approximated by some linear combination of

a higher order polynomial in the generalized residuals.

This now extends the available estimators in the first step to those

beyond normality while also relaxing the constraint that the structural

error is normally distributed. The exogeneity tests still apply
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although the conditional moment tests require distributional assumptions

about the structural equations error.

5. Applications.

To illustrate the methodology discussed above we present two

examples. The first examines the trade off between wages and fringe

benefits. The second considers the possibility of trichotomous

selectivity bias where wage equations are estimated accounting for the

varying degrees of individuals commitment to market work.

A feature of the compensating differential literature in labor

economics, of which fringe benefits is a special case, is the inability

to find the expected relationships in the data. For example, consider

the following equation where the objective is to establish the trade off

between wages and fringe benefits

hourly wage := a + Em.*personal characteristics + Ea
1
*region dummies

+ Ea.*industry dummies +a
f
*hourly fringe benefits (21)

It is likely that the level of fringe benefits is determined

simultaneously with wages so the problem of endogeneity is obvious.

Furthermore, many individuals report receiving no fringe benefits and as

reported fringe benefits are strictly positive the level of fringes is

censored at zero.

Prior to estimation consider the expected sign of af. Most

theoretical models in labor economics, for example those presented in

the compensating differential literature, unambiguously predict that a

negative relationship exists between wages and fringes although the size

of the trade off is not clear. The intuition -behind this result is the
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following. Individuals facing an overall level of financial

compensation can choose to receive it either directly in pay or in the

form of fringe benefits. This may represent some desire to avoid higher

tax rates or simply may reflect the preferences of the worker. However

as the total value of compensation is fixed the worker must trade off

fringes for pay thus producing a negative relationship between the two.

Empirical attempts to establish such a relationship have failed

miserably. For example the work of Smith & Ehrenberg (1983), Leibowitz

(1983), Kuehneman (1986) and Yakaboski (1988) all present theoretical

models predicting a negative relationship between wages and fringes but

produce empirical results indicating a positive relationship. We argue

that these models fail due their inability to adequately account for the

simultaneity.

To estimate equation (21) we employ data constructed by matching the

1977 Quality of Employment Survey with the 1977 Employer Expenditures

for Employee Compensation Survey. This produces a data set which has

information on individuals' earnings, receipt of fringe benefits,

personal characteristics and work place characteristics
12
. The variables

employed are described in Table 1.

The first step of the estimation procedure is to estimate the reduced

form equation of the fringe benefit receipts. This takes the form

hourly fringe benefits= (3+E g .*personal characteristics 41 gi*regionj

dummies -FE fyindustry dummies (22)

and assuming the error for this equation is normally distributed we can

. 13estimate the p's by Tobit . Following the estimation of equation (22)

we employ the estimates of g and cr, reported in column (1) of Table 2,
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to compute the generalized residuals. We insert the generalized

residuals into equation (21) as an additional regressor and obtain

consistent estimates of the a's by OLS. Further, the t-test on the

coefficient of the generalized residuals is a test of weak exogeneity.

To examine the fringe\wage trade of.we first estimate equation (21)#.

without entering the generalized residuals as a regressor. These

results are reported in column 2 of Table 2 and an inspection of this

table reveals that the coefficient on the fringe benefits variable is

highly significant and positive
14
. As noted above this violates the

expectations generated by conventional models in labor economics.

Following the estimation of the reduced from and the calculation of the

generalized residuals equation (21) was re-estimated and the results are

reported in column 3 of Table 2
15
. The coefficient on fringe benefits

continues to be statistically significant at conventional levels of

confidence but now displays the expected negative sign. The coefficient

on the correction factor, FGRES, is also significant indicating, as

expected, that the level of fringe benefits is endogenous to the wage

determining process. Furthermore the positive coefficient on this

variable indicates that the unobserved factors that result in a high

level of .fringe benefits are also producing a higher level of wages.

This is an important result as it is clearly this relationship that is

dominating previous attempts to estimate this fringe/wage trade off.

As noted in section 2 it is not obvious which trade off captures the

relationship between fringe benefits and wages. That is, is the

appropriate relationship that between the observed level of fringes and

wages or that between the expectation of the level of fringes and the

wage? To investigate this we re-estimate (21) but replace the censored

values of the fringes with their expectation computed from equation
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(14). These results are reported in column 4 of table 2. Again they

reflect that after accounting for the endogeneity of fringes the effect

of fringes upon wages is negative. To compare the meaning of these

coefficients we calculate the implied trade off from columns 3 and 4 for

a white, married male individual who is 37 years of age, with 12 years

of education, is an office worker living in the western region. For

column 3 we assign them a hourly fringe benefit rate of 91 cents while

for column 4 they are given an expected value of $1.08. The expected

wage rates from this two columns for a worker with these characteristics

is $6.62 and $6.48 respectively. Now we evaluate the impact upon each

wage rate of increasing the hourly rate of fringe benefits by $1.00.

The effect upon the column 3 wage rate is to reduce it by approximately

$2.40 to $4.18. This would appear to be an unreasonably large decrease

although it may be acceptable for those facing very high marginal tax

rates. Now consider the column 4 wage. Increasing the level of hourly

fringe benefits by $1 decreases the hourly wage rate by about $1 to

$5.51. This appears to be a more acceptable trade off and may indicate

that the appropriate regressor should be the expectation of the latent

variable and not the censored value.

Now focus . upon the estimation of wage equations with trichotomous

selection bias. The proposition that estimating wage equations over a

sample of working women will lead to biased parameter results is perhaps

the most empirically supported argument in labor economics. This, of

course, results from the systematic self selection of individuals into

the work on not work category. However it is not clear that this

dichotomous characterization of market work behavior is satisfactory as

there exist varying degrees of involvement in the labor force by

females. For example, the fixed costs labor supply model of Cogan
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(1981) predicts that the cost of market work involvement encountered by

each individual will affect the minimum number of hours they are willing

to work. Accordingly it is possible that some "selection bias" is

contained in the sub sample of working women. To investigate this

possibility we examine data on females aged between 15 and 26 years

living in the two most populous states in Australia, namely Victoria and

New South Wales. The data refer strictly to women who have left school

and are taken from the 1985 wave of the Australian Longitudinal Survey.

To explore the degree of labor force participation we first examine

the distribution of working hours. This revealed that the majority of

women either worked zero hours or worked over 35 hours per week. The

remainder of the sample, comprising about 10 per cent of the data, were

uniformly distributed over the interval 1-35 hours. This suggests that

the usual dichotomy of work/not work is inadequate as there appears to

be at least three types of labor force commitment
16
. Accordingly we will

refer to those who work zero hours as non workers; those who work one to

thirty five hours as part-time workers; and those who work above thirty

five hours as full-time workers.

To investigate this possibility of trichotomous selection we first

estimated the following simple wage regression over the sample of

workers.

log hourly wage = +Ea *personal characteristics (23)

The variables employed are described in Table 3 and equation (23) was

initially estimated adjusting for the possibility of selection bias

resulting from the work/not work decision. The adjustment took the form

of the Heckman two step correction after estimating the reduced form
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equation explaining the work decision. The results from the reduced

form probit are reported in column (1) of Table 4 and the results from

estimating equation (23), reported in the first column of Table 5,

provide the expected finding that selection bias is present.

To investigate the further possibility of selection bias amongst the

working women we adopted the following two strategies. First we

_include, in the adjusted equation, a dummy variable, denoted FT,

indicating whether an individual worked full-time or part-time. These

results are shown in column (1) of Table 5 and the statistically

significant coefficient on this variable indicates some difference

between the two groups although it does not indicate whether the

decision to participate full-time or part-time is weakly exogenous to

wages. The second approach was to ignore the existence of selection

bias in the work/not work decision and to perform the selection

correction over the sub-sample of workers adjusting for the degree of

participation. These results are reported in column (3) and provides

some evidence that the part-time/full-time decision
17 

is not weakly

exogenous to wages
18
.

This evidence suggests the methods described in section 2 are

appropriate. As the dependent variable in the censoring equation has a

natural ordering (not work=0; part-time work=1; full-time work=2 ) we

can employ the ordered probit method of McKelvey & Zavoina (1975) to

estimate the reduced form parameters. These are reported in column (3)

.of Table 4. Employing these estimates we calculate the generalized

residuals according to equation (18) and insert them as an additional

regressor in equation (23). We then re-estimated this wage equation

over the sub-sample of workers accounting for the endogeneity of FT. We

also estimated the wage equations over the sub-samples of full-time and
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part-time workers while accounting and testing for this possibility.

The results confirm our suspicion that the degree of market work

involvement is endogenous to the level of wages and adopting the two

step estimator of Heckman over the whole sample of workers will lead to

biased estimates. The major effect of the bias appears to be reflected

in the parameters on the education variable and the shift variable FT
19
.

It appears that adopting the simpler approach encourages misleading

inferences regarding the differential part-time workers receive.

It should be noted that the coefficient on the correction factor for

the part-time wage equation is not significant at conventional levels of

statistical significance. This appears to be primarily attributable to

the very small coefficient on this variable compared to the

corresponding value for the full-time group. A closer examination of

this part-time equation however reveals that all of the parameters are

very different to those of the full-time group. It would appear on the

basis of this that the two markets operate in quite different manners in

determining wages. This provides even stronger evidence for employing

the approach outlined above and suggests a greater need to examine the

operation of these markets.

To further investigate the possibility of endogeneity in the above

models the conditional moment tests discussed in section 3 were

performed. The results for both models are reported in Table 6.

For both models the conditional moments were evaluated under the null

hypothesis of weak exogeneity. The conditional moment test was first

performed on the fringe benefit data set. The resulting value of the

t-statistic on the intercept is 4.635 reinforcing our prior of the

endogeneity and supporting the finding of the alternative test. The

tests were also performed for the working female data set and similar
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results were obtained although the t-statistic was surprisingly small

for the working women sub-sample.

6. Conclusions.

The objective of this paper is to provide a simple consistent

estimator for simultaneous models with censored endogenous explanatory

variables. The method developed employs the use of generalized

residuals as a means of adjusting for the inconsistency caused by the

endogeneity. The approach is applicable to various forms of censoring

and is also capable of handling unconventional forms of selection bias.

In this sense the paper provides an unifying •approach to two areas of

the econometric literature which have been considered separately.

Two simple tests of endogeneity are also provided. The first can be

derived directly from the estimation procedure and requires no

additional computation. The second is derived in the conditional moment

framework and relies on directly testing particular sample moment values

implies by the model under the null hypothesis of correct specification.

While this test requires some additional computation, in that scores

from the model need to be evaluated, it may often be the case that it is

easier to evaluate the correlation prior to performing the adjustment

procedure.

The empirical examples presented provide encouraging results for both

the estimation and testing procedure. In both cases the results were

consistent with: prior reasoning and the resulting parameters were of

acceptable magnitude.

Finally it should be noted that while the analysis has been discussed

purely in a cross section framework the procedure is appropriate for

many time series orientated empirical questions. These include, for
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example, analyses of income policies and other various goverment

policies which are often measured by indicator functions.
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TABLE 1: Variables used in Fringe Benefit Analysis

Variable Name Definition Mean

MALE Is individual male: yes=1 no=0. .64

MAR Is individual married:yes=1 no=0 .69

AGE Individuals age (years) 37.65

RACE Is individual white: yes=1 no=0 .91

EDUC Individual's years of education 12.51

OFFICE Does individual work in office: yes=1

no=0 .48

LPAY Log of hourly wage rate ($) 1.68

HFRINGE Hourly level of fringe benefits ($) .91
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TABLE 2: Reduced Form Tobit & Structural OLS

CONSTANT

AGE

MAR

RACE

MALE

EDUC

OFFICE

HFRINGE

EHRINGE

FGRES

Dependent Variable

HFRINGE LPAY LPAY LPAY

-.775* .538* -.057* .162
(.213) (.113) (.193) (.130)

.010* .003* .012* .011*
(.002) (.001) (.002) (.002)

.129* .033 .138* .100*
(.057) (.031) (.035) (.027)

.088 .069 .145* .117*
(.081) (.047) (.045) (.041)

,

.287* .246* .485* .408*
(.062) (.034) (.059) (.037)

.072* .030* .091* .071*

(.010) (.006) (.015) (.008)

•••••

.564

Log-likelihood -529.14

R
-2

Observations

.064 .070 .070
(.034) (.037) (.038)

.437*
(.025)

•••••

•••••

.599

-.457*
(.183)

.862*
(.174)

-.163*
(.062)

.403*
(.031)

.614 .614

616 616 616 616

NOTES:i) Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
ii) All three models include dummy variables controlling for region

and industry type.
iii) FGRES denotes the generalized residuals computed from the

reduced form results
iv) EHFRINGE denotes the expectation of the hourly level of fringe

benefits computed from the reduced form results.
v) * denotes significance at 5% level.
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TABLE 3: Variables used in Female Wage Equation Analysis

Variable Name Definition Mean

AGE1 Individual aged 15-17 years .11

AGE2 Individual aged 18-20 years .32

AGE3 Individual aged 21-23 years .35

AGE4 Individual aged 24-26 years .22

CIT Individual lives in city .75

MAR Individual has legal or defacto spouse .29

HLT Individual has work limiting disability .09

EDUC Individual's years of schooling 11.48

ENG Individual speaks english well .89

CHLD Individual has child/children .19

SPINC Spouse's weekly income ($): (for MAR=1) 300.3

TINC Total family weekly income ($) 219.8

WORK Individual engaged in market work .69

FT Individual works > 34 hours per week .57

PT Individual works 0-34 hours per week .12

LPAY Log of hourly wage rate ($): (for WORK=1) 1.89

UNION Individual in union: (for WORK=1) .44

GOVT Individual employed by government:
(for WORK=1) .30

ASSIS Individual employed under employment scheme:
(for WORK=1) .07

TIME WORK + FT
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TABLE 4: Reduced Form Probit and Ordered Probit Equations

Constant

AGE1

AGE2

AGE3

CIT

MAR

HLT

ENG

EDUC

CHLD

SPINC

TINC

MU(1)

Dependent Variable

WORK FT TIME
-.930* 1.361* -.447
(.289) (.393) (.232)

-.590* -.614*
(.191) (.131)

-.224 -.240 -.222*
(.119) (.147) (.103)

-.233* -.048 -.170
(.110) (.137) (.095)

.282* .062 .239*
(.082) (.106) (.073)

-.541* .003 -.500*
(.161) (.269) (.139)

-.510* -.158 -.469*
(.115) (.995) (.099)

.245* .056 .184
(.118) (.160) (.099)

.148* -.012 .110*
(.021) (.026) (.017)

-1.786*
(.115)

-1.043*
(.188)

-1.769*
(.106)

.002* -.0003 .0015*
(.0004) (.0007) (.00003)

.00003 .0001 .00006
(.00005) (.00008) (.00004)

•••••• .428*
(.028)

Log-Likelihood -759.15 -515.21 -1286.60

Observations 1715 1715 1715
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TABLE 5: Female Wage Regressions: Dependent Variable LPAY

All All Full Full Part Part
Workers Workers Time Time Time Time
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Constant 2.054* 1.990* 1.897* 1.984* 1.904* 1.919*
(.077) (.065) (.064) (.064) (.231) (.241)

•
AGE1 -.687* -.685* -.676* -.688* -.653* -.653*

(.031) (.032) (.034) (.030) (.074) (.093)

AGE2 -.348* -.345* -.358* -.362* -.274* -.272*
(.022) (.022) (.022) (.023) (.074) (.074)

AGE3 -.068* -.069* -.080* -.077* -.029 -.026
(.021) (.022) (.022) (.022) (.074) (.074)

EDUC .018* .019* .020* .016* .030 .031
(.005) (.005) (.004) (.004) (.016) (.019)

ENG -.045 -.043* -.052* -.052* .005 -.005
(.025) (.025) (.026) (.022) (.080) (.083)

GOVT .102* .101* .099* .098* .163* .164*
(.017) (.018) (.017) (.017) (.072) (.074)

UNION .023 .023 .015 .016 .066 .067
(.016) (.016) (.016) (.016) (.051) (.053)

ASSIS -.062* -.062* -.062* -.061* -.069 -.068
(.029) (.029) (.028) (.025) (.109) (.112)

FT -.136* -.077*
(.021) (.030)

LAMBDA -.068* -.149* -.012
(.030) (.071) (.100)

WGRES -.050* -.067* -.001
(.022) (.022) (.046)

1-1-2
.487 .488 .524 .525 .369 .369

Obs 1187 1187 984 984 203 203

NOTES: i) LAMBDA denotes the appropriate Heckman correction
ii) WGRES denotes the generalized residuals
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TABLE 6: Conditional Moment Tests for Endogeneity

MODEL T-STAT for Intercept

Fringe benefits 4.635

Working women (whole sample) 1,421

Working women (full-time) 3.158

Working women (part-time) .255

p.
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Appendix : Generalized Residuals

To illustrate the derivation of the generalized residuals we restate

the relevant results of Gourieroux, Monfort, Renault & Trognon

(hereafter GMRT) providing the page references for their proofs. The

family of models we consider are nested in the exponential family and

the log likelihood for the latent variable has the following

representation.

* *
(Al) L (y. :X. P)=E{Q(X.,g)T(y.)+A(X. 13)413(y. X.)}

where Q,T,A and B are given numerical functions. Following GMRT we give

the latent model the following second order representation

(A2)Vy.)=111(X 13)+v.(13)1 i'

where E[v.(f3)]=0 and m(X.,g) is the mean of T(y.

* *
Denote the log-likelihood for the latent variable as L (y

i
:X

i
,g) and

the observed log likelihood as L(yi:Xi,P).

* *
Result 1. E[(dli. 

(y.:X.,(3)/dg):Y 
.)=E[dL(y.:X.,g)/dg]i

Proof: GMRT p31

* *
Result 2. dL (yi:xi,g)/0= d(gxi,(3)idgIvi(g)

Proof: GMRT p9

Definition: The generalized error ui(g)=E[vi((3):yi]

Result 3. duyi:xi,(3)/0=fcmx1,13)/0)Ivi(g)

Proof: GMRT p12
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Result 1 states that the expected value of score of the latent model

is equal to the score of the observed model. Results 2 and 3 show that

the scores for each model can be expressed as the product of the •

explanatory variables and the generalized residuals. Thus by obtaining

the scores of the observed model with respect to the intercept we have

derived the generalized residuals.

Result 4. The generalized residuals for the model where yi=yi are given

by the OLS residuals.

Proof: For the model yi=g'Xi+vi the log likelihood has the following

representation

2 2 /---2
L
*
=L=E[(XX./o'

2
)y.-y./24T -1n3/2/To- -((3'x.)

where Q=XX./c2; A=WX.)

Employing Results 1,2 and 3 gives

*
/0=dL/dg=T

-2
X.v.=T 

-2
dL X.v.

11 11

2
cr )

2
B=-yi/ -1n1/2d6:2;

Thus v.:=u. where v. are the OLS residuals.1 1 1

Result 5. The generalized residuals for the probit model are given by

equation (11) in the text.

Proof: GMRT p14.

Result 6. The generalized residuals for the tobit model are given by

equation (13) in the text.

Proof: GMRT p 17.

Result 7. The generalized residuals for the ordered probit model are

given by equation (18) in the text.
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Proof: First introduce some additional notation. Following McKelvey &

Zavoina (1975) define k ordinal outcomes. Now define the variables

.d..=4 iff individual i is in the j 
th
 category and this is satisfied whenji

Aj 1,
<y.< 

ij
11

-1, 

where yji=pi-WXi and (Dic-Cyji) and Oj1=0(yj1) and and 0 denote the

cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability density

function (pdf) of the standard normal distribution.

Now Pr[d..=1]=4..-(1). . and the likelihood function for the orderedji ji j-1,1

probit model can be written as

L= E E d ii log(4)i1-(1)j_1,i)
Ji

Differentiating with respect to the intercept and employing Result 3

gives

Note that the denominator of the above expression is the probability

of the i
th

observation being in the j
th 

category which we can denote

as while the numerator is the density function evaluated at thatII..,

probability. Denotethisvalueasu...Further as we evaluate thisji

term for each observation we do not sum over the entire sample. Thus

we can write the above derivative as

setting y 1=j
.

when i is in the j 
th
 category allows us to rewrite this as
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E )-1n-1(
j ji ji ji 1 liii kYji-ilii)

which is equivalent to equation (18) in the text.
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FOOTNOTES:

1
In many instances we will require more than just the slope parameter

estimates to obtain the generalized residuals.

2 This approach is similar to that proposed by Hausman (1978) who
argued that inconsistency due to the endogeneity of regressors can be
adjusted by the inclusion of the residuals in place of the predicted
values of the endogenous variable. This is the basis for the Hausman
test of endogeneity.

3
While the result that thgeneraliq, zed residuals are the OLS residuals

where the true value of y is observed is trivially implied by the

definition provided by Cox & Snell (1968) it is shown in the appendix
for completeness.

4
In some instances it may be possible to employ estimators available in

the non parametric and semi parametric literature although these
procedures typically require restrictions upon the behavior of the error
terms.

5
The results of Gourieroux et.al (1987) apply to models contained in

the exponential family. Thus, given our assumption of normality, their
results are relevant for the models discussed in this paper.

6
In Garen's empirical example the censoring variable he considers is

years of education. As Garen notes his approach is not strictly
applicable as years of education cannot be treated as a continuous
variable. A more appropriate procedure, as also noted by Garen, is to
treat y as an ordinal variable and estimate the censoring equation by
ordered probit. This is the methodology pursued in section five of this
paper.

7
Note that while this is not precisely Garen's estimator it captures

the essence of his method and can be easily adjusted to replicate his
procedure.
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8
This approach is somewhat similar to that proposed by Terza (1987)

for models with ordinal qualitative explanatory variables although he
does not consider the case where the qualitative variables are
determined endogenously. In a subsequent paper, Terza (1989), he
addresses this issue and the resulting estimator is similar to that
outlined here. The major difference in the respective approaches is
that in this paper we derive conditional expectations of the reduced
form error while in Terza's work he focuses upon the expectation of the
ordinal variable itself. It should be noted however that Terza's
results are specific to the framework he examines and, unlike here, does
not result as the special case of a more general model.

9
The derivation of the covariance matrices for the models discussed in

this paper are presented in Vella (1989).

10
The application of these tests requires the data to satisfy certain

conditions. These are all satisfied by the framework of the models
discussed here. The application of the tests also requires that the
models are estimated by maximum likelihood methods which, given the
nature of the problem, is the method most likely to be employed.

11 
It is not necessary to perform these tests in the regression based

framework as the test statistic is directly computable. As discussed in
Pagan & Vella (1989) there may be certain advantages and disadvantages
in employing this approach.

12
I am grateful to Paul Yakaboski for making this data set available.

13
The number of censored observations in the sample is forty one. This

constitutes approximately seven percent of the sample.

14
The semi-log specification reported in this table was chosen over the

linear form on the basis of simple equation diagnostics.

15
This model is identified by the non-linearity of the function that

maps a'Zi •into generalized residuals. Alternative specifications which

were identified through conventional exclusion restrictions produced
similar results to those reported here.

16
This choice of categories is rather arbitrary and further

investigation is required to establish the robustness of the results to
variations in the separation points for the categories. However Vella
(1990) produces evidence based on a larger data set that the major step
is at 35 hours per week.

17
This required the estimation of a reduced form probit explaining the

decision to work full-time or part-time to enable the calculation of the
relevant correction factor. This was performed and the results are
reported in column (2) of Table 4.
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18
Strictly speaking this approach is not appropriate as it ignores the

presence of the already established selection bias in the work decision.
It does provide some indication however if further bias exists.

19
Vella (1990) interprets the coefficient on FT as the value of non

wage labor income received by full-time workers.
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